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Family Office
A family office would be a subsidiary of
the trust company we detailed in the last
issue of HFG Connect. The two concepts
work together to provide planning within
a larger timeframe than a typical wealth
management firm can accomplish.

When we think of revolutionary ideas, our
mind tends to drift to monumental
programs that push the boundaries of
technology, like NASA’s Apollo initiative or
engineering, or the Wright Bros. flight at
Kittyhawk, NC. Though these are certainly
memorable events, we often take for granted
the equally important developments that
profoundly changed how we interact
socially and economically. One of the largest
transformations to human behavior was the
rise of supermarkets. How many of us stay
up late at night and wonder about the
marvel that is supermarkets? Picture this:
no longer did you need to know a butcher
or be an experienced hunter to put meat on
the table. Neither did you have to select
produce based on seasons or worry about
the outcome of local harvests. By providing
basic necessities at one central location, the
supermarket dramatically simplified the
lives of individuals and families.
What does the evolution of supermarkets
have in common with HFG you might ask?
Well, one of the questions we raise
constantly here at Haberling Financial
Group is, “How can we continue to simplify
life for our clientele?” While we may not

How can we continue to simplify life
for our clientele?
develop grand technologies or new
mechanical structures, we recognize as
many of you near retirement, new chapters
in life bring new concerns. You have been a
patient investor and lived responsibly within
your means all your life: you deserve better.
It is time to relax and enjoy the fruits of
your labor. That is why HFG is looking
forward to providing the peace of mind that
a “family office” can bring.
A family office would be a subsidiary of the
trust company we detailed in the last issue
of HFG Connect. The two concepts work
together to provide planning within a larger
timeframe than a typical wealth
management firm can accomplish. Still,
some of you may not be familiar with the
term family office. A family office is a 360
degree financial management firm. You may
be surprised to learn that much of what a
family office does, we already do in-house at
HFG; retirement planning, wealth
management and portfolio management are
chief among them. But in addition to these

services, a family office provides value by
attending to the specific needs of
individuals and families. For example,
working with the trust company, a family
office has the necessary resources to plan
and manage the long-term building of
generational wealth in a family. Or perhaps
in the more immediate future a loved one
needs help looking for a long-term care
provider; a family office can do that. Our
goal is to not only provide effective wealth
management and investment expertise, but
to also assist our clients as they enter new
phases in life.
The official establishment of a trust
company and family office work in
tandem to exemplify our values as well as
building upon the professionalism and
high quality experience you have come to
expect from HFG. By expanding what we
are able to accomplish in-house, we hope
to better serve our mission and you by,
“Simplifying Your Life”.

Employees in the News
Stephen Palm successfully completed the Certified
Financial Planner coursework and passed the CFP
exam in April. Steve has been with HFG since 2007
and became a part owner in 2012. In addition to his
responsibilities as a financial advisor, Steve is also the
Operations Officer with the company.
Our youngest advisor, Will Wang completed his
Certified Financial Planner coursework and board
exam in August. Will has been a member of the HFG
advisor team since 2011 and became part owner in
2015. Congratulations Steve and Will!
Brianna Brannan has begun studying the CFP
coursework to prepare for her first of many unit
exams in the coming months. We wish Bri the best
and look forward to celebrating her
accomplishments in the near future.
Haberling Financial Group is pleased to announce
our newest associate advisor, Paul Hansen. Paul is a
long time Tri-City resident and Hanford High alumni.
Paul majored in Business Administration with a concentration in Accounting at the University of
Washington. As a licensed Certified Public Accountant, Paul strengthens the HFG team by bringing
accounting and tax experience accumulated over a twenty-five year career.
Last but not least, we want to introduce a lovely young lady by the name of Sidonia
Plunkett. Sid is a Tri-City native and has spent over 10 years in the customer service
industry. She graduated with her bachelors of arts degree from Brigham Young
University-Idaho and will join the always reliable and friendly service team at HFG.
We look forward to having everyone meet her and are confident you will enjoy her
company as much as we do.

Welcome to HFG, Paul and Sid!

Recent Events
Earlier this year, our President Ty Haberling and Will
Wang travelled cross-country to visit Berkshire
Hathaway's 50th Annual Shareholders meeting in
Omaha, Nebraska. Berkshire Hathaway is a
multinational holding company chaired by President
and CEO, Warren Buffett. Each year, they invite
shareholders to visit with them to hear valuable
investment insight as well as operational updates into
how their business is functioning. This year's meeting
focused on the importance of personal ethics,
intrinsic value of assets and the usual dose of dry
humor courtesies of Vice President, Charlie Munger.
Warren and Charlie have experienced unique success
over the past half century by purchasing quality
assets at reasonable prices and practicing the art of
patience. These are quality investment values we
replicate here at HFG.

Ty Haberling, discussed the importance of
understanding the role of price in finance. To round
out the summit, we had our very first guest speaker,
Vitaliy Katsenelson, underline the relationship
between price and return. He described the
importance of searching for companies at “bargain
basement prices” when in the midst of a sideways
market. You can find both Ty’s and Vitaliy’s
presentations on the HFG website under the Learning
Center tab titled "HFG Summit". Once again we would
like to thank all our clients for giving us the
opportunity to host this event. We hope to see you all
there next year!

On May 28th we had our first annual Finance Summit.
The response from the HFG family was fantastic with
over two-hundred and forty clients and friends
attending. The summit began with introductions of
the HFG team and an inspiring message about the
Olympian Glenn Cunningham and perseverance,
delivered by our very own Ben Messinger. Next, CEO

HFG University
This summer we expanded our internship program and experienced great
success. HFG hosted four bright interns after going through a thorough
interview process. Breanna Baasch and Nick Mandel both attend
Washington State University and are exploring majors in Finance. Breanna
is planning to graduate next spring. Alex Sharpe is studying to complete a
Finance major and Accounting minor at Western Washington University
and will also be graduating next year. While Breanna, Nick and Alex are
Tri-Cities natives, Vincent Wen comes to us all the way from Nanjing
University in China. He is currently in the first year of his Masters of
Finance course and is with HFG as part of a work study abroad program.
We are excited to foster a learning environment for talented and hardworking students who take an
interest in the financial industry. Through the participation of this program we have learned that the
future of the Tri-Cities will be in capable hands.

HFG: The Culture and Philosophy
In the fast and ever changing world we find ourselves
in, Haberling Financial Group has embedded a set of
guiding principles to provide unmatched service and
professionalism for our clients. Much like how sea
captains of old would use the North Star for guidance,
these pillars provide us with a waypoint during times of
financial uncertainty.

First and foremost is our belief in serving
the client’s interest first. We realize that
without hardworking and amazing people
like you, we would not have the opportunity
to do what we do. We exist to help you
achieve your financial and life goals.
Perhaps our founder and CEO Ty
Haberling said it best, “Many times when I
meet with potential or current clients, there
is stress and concern over their financial future. Our
goal is to guide our clients through the noise and
ruckus of the financial markets so they may enjoy the
fruits of their labor.”
The next pillar is something we have
coined “Nordstrom Service." At any
Nordstrom’s store, there is a culture
of high quality customer service and
professionalism. That is the mentality
we hope to foster and replicate. At HFG,
we have financial advisors paired
with an exceptional service team
committed to finding solutions to your problems,
while maintaining a family feel environment.

The 16th President of the United
States, Abraham Lincoln, said these
words, “Give me six hours to chop down
a tree and I will spend the first four
sharpening the axe.” Needless to say,
the third pillar is preparation, which
is heavily incorporated into the HFG
system. When first meeting a new
client we go through a five step process that
begins with getting to know the client and
understanding their goals. Next we gather financial
information from the client so we can proceed to the
third step which is developing a plan. After
implementing the plan we move to the final step which
is monitoring the plan. HFG doesn’t believe in
implementing a plan and letting nature take its course.
We actively monitor and stress test our clients’
portfolios so we understand how they will perform in a
number of financial situations and economic climates.
Just as great structures and works of
art must be renovated over the years,
these three values must be refurbished by
the fourth pillar which is innovation.
Investment climates can shift
quickly from bullish to bearish.
Most importantly, client goals and
objectives develop as they enter
different stages of their careers and
lives. To be best equipped and prepared to handle these
changes, HFG is committed to lifelong learning and
improvement. Earlier in this issue of HFG Connect we
discussed our excitement about the upcoming Trust
Company and Family Office possibilities. These
innovations have pushed Haberling Financial Group to
the forefront of our industry so we may provide our
clients with the highest quality of service.
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